Sara S. Johnson, PhD 1 I n his 2018 letter to the chief executive officers (CEOs) of some of the nation's largest publically traded organizations, Larry Fink, the CEO of BlackRock (a global investment management corporation), said ''Without a sense of purpose, no company, either public or private, can achieve its full potential''. 1 Simon Sinek refers to an organization's purpose as their WHY. 2 In essence, it's a company's fundamental reason for being 3 -how the people inside it are making a difference 4 and how their work is meaningful. 5 Though few companies clearly articulate ''WHY'' they do WHAT they do, 2 it is increasingly clear that there are numerous benefits of doing so, such as more energized and engaged employees. [4] [5] [6] Being aware of the organization's purpose helps team members see meaning in their work and understand the broader contributions they are making to society. 7 In a recent survey of more than 2200 employed Americans, more than 9/10 reported that they would accept a lower salary for meaningful work. On average, respondents were willing to sacrifice almost 25% of their lifetime earnings in exchange for work that was consistently meaningful. 8 And on the flip side, those who find their work meaningful work 1 more hour per week, take fewer paid days off, and have higher job satisfaction. 8 Given the link between satisfaction and productivity, the authors estimated that meaningful work could translate to more than $9000 per employee per year. 8 The shared values and beliefs derived from the company's purpose provide a sense of protection, belonging, and trust within the organization. 2 Being clear about purpose also has a very positive impact on recruitment and retention. [7] [8] [9] As demand for top talent escalates, millennials and Generation Z have high expectations about purposedriven organizations that address societal and environmental challenges. 3, 7, 9 A company's purpose can and should be used as part of the recruitment strategy. 7, 9 Employees who derive meaning and significance from their work were more than 3 times as likely to stay with their organizations-the highest single impact of any variable in one survey. 6 Another study reported that the likelihood of staying with an organization was 2 to 5 times higher among employees with a strong connection to the company's purpose. 7 A clear sense of organizational purpose also contributes to customer loyalty. 2, 4 Based on a recent purpose study, Porter Novelli reported that 79% of consumers are more loyal to companies with a purpose: 78% would tell others to buy from them, 73% would share content about that brand, and 73% would defend them. 10 People are drawn to organizations that can communicate their beliefs, so if organizations clearly communicate their WHY, consumers will go out of their way to include those products or brands in their lives. 2 The company's purpose also becomes a guiding and driving force for innovation, strategic planning, and day-to-day decision-making. 2, 3, 7 It acts as the foundational principle that is used to evaluate strategic questions, such as pursuing new products or expanding to new markets. 7 Using the organization's WHY as a filter makes decision-making more efficient. 2 And when decisions are made, purpose elicits support from within. 5 Charisma and the ability for leaders to inspire come from clarity of WHY. 2 Furthermore, the WHY can facilitate successfully weathering adversity or struggle as members of the organization at all levels are committed to the higher cause. 2 Perhaps not surprisingly, then, purpose also often drives profit. 9 Purpose-driven organizations have larger profit margins and higher valuations. [3] [4] [5] A wonderful case in point is Southwest Airlines. A recent tribute 11 to Herb Kelleher, the co-founder of Southwest Airlines, noted that to Mr. Kelleher, Southwest was a cause, not simply a company. He was driven to ''democratize the skies'' for average Americans by fulfilling the purpose of giving people the freedom to fly. The purpose came alive inside the company as well, embodied in the 8 freedoms for team members (referred to by one of Kelleher's business partners as Freedom Fighters), such as the freedom to learn and grow, the freedom to create and innovate, and the freedom to create financial security. Kelleher knew team members could thrive and excel if they recognized that their work made a difference. the environmental crisis.'' This clear WHY has informed many decisions, including the tough choice to shift their supply chain from the conventionally grown cotton that comprised 20% of its product line to organically grown cotton because of the harm it created to soil, air, and groundwater. 12 Another powerful example was their commitment to donate 100% of annual Black Friday sales to nonprofits working to protect air, soil, and water. They expected $2 million and got $10 million. 12 In late 2018, the company updated their mission statement to more directly state their purpose: ''Patagonia is in business to save our home planet.'' The company's founder advised their human resource team, ''Whenever we have a job opening, all things being equal, hire the person who's committed to saving the planet no matter what the job is.'' Their purpose also influences a number of other internal strategic and marketing decisions, such as their brand ambassador selection process-and more fundamentally-investments to tackle regenerative agriculture, endorsements of specific political candidates, and international work to protect lands. 13 The actions of both of these organizations underscore that an organization's purpose only works when it is lived out with true authenticity 5, 12 -when it drives every decision. Purpose is not about isolated corporate social responsibility gestures, 9 taglines, or marketing campaigns. 3 It is not an initiative, but rather a way of doing business. 7 Organizations must walk the talk-demonstrating authentic commitment to how their purpose is at the very core of their identity and how they are contributing to society. 10 Unfortunately, a recent report illustrates a wide gap between the stated importance of purpose and the extent to which organizations are relying on purpose as a guidepost for decision-making: Though nearly 80% of leaders agreed that purpose is a critical element of success, only approximately one-third said that purpose informed their leadership team's decision-making. 7 One way to address that disconnect is to continually reinforce and clarify the WHY, 5 using purpose as the compass for every decision, every conversation, every solution to a challenge 7 -and giving permission to say no to things that are inconsistent with it-such that the purpose becomes a shared conscience, transforming the culture. 5 That may entail, for example, weaving the purpose of the organization into onboarding, training, corporate meetings, and culture-building activities by underscoring the relationship between the organization's purpose and the development process. 5 Or helping team members see how purpose connects to their day-to-day tasks by sending them a video message that incorporates storytelling about how their work benefits end users and society. 5, 7 It likely goes without saying that it is essential that mid-level managers embody the purpose of the organization and lead through that lens. 7 Another often overlooked strategy is to look for bright spots-places in the organization where purpose is driving excellence-and try to replicate them in other parts of the organization. 5 Similarly, any meaning multipliers in the organization who readily connect their work to the purpose of the organization could be invited to mentor others. 8 There are a number of other steps an organization can take to ensure that their WHY unleashes its potential. 4 Many such steps are well articulated by a line-up of amazing contributions in this issue of The Art of Health Promotion.
As you consider the influence of purpose in your own organization or the organizations with whom you work, be on the lookout for other companies that can provide inspiration. Some worthy of consideration are those who have achieved B Corp certification. This certification process evaluates an organization's social and environmental performance, as well as how its operations and business models impact employees, customers, the community, and the environment. According to their website, Certified B Corporations are businesses that meet the highest standards of verified social and environmental performance, public transparency, and legal accountability to balance profit and purpose. B Corps are accelerating a global culture shift to redefine success in business and build a more inclusive and sustainable economy.
14 Simon Sinek captured it well when he said, No matter the size of the organization, no matter the industry, no matter the product or service, if we all take some responsibility to start with WHY and inspire others to do the same, then together, we can change the world. t was official. The organization I worked for had merged with another. In the weeks that followed the April 2017 merger announcement of The Benefit Services Group, Inc (BSG) and Hausmann-Johnson Insurance (HJI), I had informal conversations with several members of the leadership team to let them know I was interested in being on the integration work group responsible for bringing these 2 organizations together. It made perfect sense to me that a well-being practitioner should be at the table, given that the merger would likely threaten employee well-being and engagement. Studies of mergers and acquisitions show that they often put at risk, ''the degree to which employees can identify with their organization, see a clear future, or strive toward organizational objectives.''
1 After a merger, most employers experience an engagement change curve, which is characterized by a spike in engagement shortly after the announcement. The percent of highly engaged employees, however, drops nearly in half, followed by a gradual recovery that can take at least 3 years. 1 Prior to the merger, I had spent a lot of time exploring the relationship between organizational and employee well-being and was inspired by wellness industry leaders who were encouraging worksite wellness practitioners to embrace a paradigm shift and rethink how we approach our work. 2, 3 Instead of a narrow focus on physical wellbeing (physical activity, nutrition, stress management, and tobacco cessation), my wellness consulting meetings started to include conversations about how employers could build thriving workplace cultures and create the conditions to enable employees to bring their best selves to work each day. I was eager to share ideas on how these 2 organizations could manage the merger-related threats, decrease the depth of the engagement dip, and accelerate the time to recovery.
At the end of October 2017, the president invited me to get involved in the vision/values process and asked me to outline a strategy for building a combined culture. I was thrilled to have the opportunity and eagerly prepared a 4-phase project plan that was inspired by the Golden Circle concept introduced by Simon Creating a Unified Sense of Purpose by Starting With WHY The 4-phase ''Start with WHY'' project plan I had prepared for the president in November 2017 outlined the specific steps for leveraging the WHY discovery process and collaborative sensemaking techniques to create a unified sense of purpose and to define what our combined organization culture is like when it's operating at its natural best. By early December 2017, I made the case to the EMT that we should move forward with the plan and that I would be the best person to lead the effort. In this meeting, we reviewed the key components of Simon Sinek's Golden Circle framework and discussed how important it was at this point in the integration process to identify and align the clarity of ''WHY'' (why we do what we do), the discipline of ''HOW'' (our values, guiding principles, strengths, and beliefs), and consistency of ''WHAT'' (aligning everything we say and do with what we believe). We also discussed how this process would create alignment between how we think, act, and communicate as one organization. The meeting ended with agreement to implement the 4-phase process in January 2018: The purpose of the WHY Discovery Workshop was to find and articulate the combined BSG | HJI ''WHY'' in simple language that would create a unified sense of purpose. Workshop participants put into words what the combined BSG | HJI culture is like when it's operating at its natural best.
We were thoughtful about who to invite to the WHY Discovery Workshop. One consideration was group size. Too few participants would result in a narrow perspective that would likely not resonate with all members of both organizations. Too many participants and the process would become long and unwieldy. Another consideration was selecting participants who had a reasonably long tenure and a passion for their jobs. We invited nearly 35 individuals and the group included EMT members, shareholders, and leaders from both organizations ( Figure 1) .
Two weeks prior to the workshop, the president sent the WHY Discovery Workshop meeting invitation. In his message, he explained that one of the first projects of 2018 was to redefine the mission, vision, and values by framing them in a way that would bring clarity around why we do what we do. He shared the 4-phase project plan and emphasized that it was important for them to participate in the WHY Discovery Workshop because it would ensure they had a voice in the direction of the company and it would equip them with the information they would need to successfully set the tone and support the combined BSG | HJI culture moving forward. He also included a link to the Simon Sinek video How Great Leaders Inspire Action 4 and asked them to watch it before the workshop. We also explained that the WHY discovery process might be quite different from what they do every day. They were encouraged to come with an open mind, a sense of curiosity, and a commitment to be fully present.
The workshop started with a welcome from the president. Next, participants were guided through a warm-up activity. They were asked to think back to the time when they joined the company, what it was that inspired them most about joining the organization, and what inspires them to keep coming back. Since this was the first time many of these individuals had met, they were asked to share their answers with someone from the other organization who they did not know or had not worked with before. This activity was critical for building and fostering a sense of connection to others in the room and the process.
After the warm-up, we set the context by introducing the concept of Simon Sinek's Golden Circle by playing the How Great Leaders Inspire Action 4 video. With several ''analytical'' individuals in the group, we took extra time to explain the rationale behind the activity. Specifically, we emphasized that a ''WHY'' is discovered, not created. We explained that stories represent ''data'' of what both organizations look like at our natural best and these data would help us uncover our WHY. Sharing personal stories and identifying themes was the central focus of the WHY discovery process and the workshop activities centered around 3 ''conversations.'' Conversation 1: The human difference. Participants worked in small groups on the first assigned conversation task: Tell specific stories of when you have felt most proud to work for this company. The instructions for this activity were to describe detailed stories that capture what the company stands for at its best (not financial accomplishments) and that each group should aim for as many quality stories as possible. I stood off to the side and watched as each group enthusiastically recorded more and more sentences on flip charts as they described stories. It was exciting to watch the process unfold. The energy intensified as the volume in the room started to build. Some individuals became excited and animated as they talked. Some asked questions. Others nodded and listened intently. After about 20 minutes, each group identified and shared the top 2 or 3 stories that resonated the most. The WHY stories were truly heartwarming and fell into 4 general categories: caring for each other, going the extra mile for customers, supporting the community, and servant leadership. This was a very moving part of the workshop.
Conversation 2: What's our contribution? The second conversation started to dig deeper by capturing contributions. The task for each group was to review each of their stories and identify 10 or more contributions the company made to the lives of others. Again, the instructions were very explicit. The contribution should be an action the company had direct control over and was to be recorded as a present-tense verb (''to ___''). The groups were told to avoid aspirational verbs and not to list what people in the company could have done or what they hoped to do. Instead, the groups were asked to list verbs linked directly to the stories. After 10 minutes, the action items were shared and captured on 1 master flip chart with action items marked with an asterisk for each time it was repeated. The word cloud in Figure 2 highlights the contribution action phrases the groups generated.
Conversation 3: What's our impact? The third conversation involved capturing the impact. Each group revisited their stories to answer the question, ''What did the contributions of the company allow others to go on to do or be?'' They were challenged to think about how specific people's lives were different after they interacted with the company when at its best. Examples of impact statements include ''people feeling more valued and fulfilled in life'' or ''individuals being able to pursue goals they would not otherwise have the opportunity to do.'' After the groups worked together for about 15 minutes, we did another report out and captured all the impact statements on a master flip chart.
Creating the WHY statement. After the 3 conversation tasks were complete, the next step in the process was for the smaller groups to consolidate into 2 teams so they could work on turning the verbs/ action phrases and impact statements they compiled from the 3 conversations into candidate WHY statements. We shared the composition of the WHY statement and described the difference between a contribution and impact. The 2 teams were instructed to write a candidate WHY statement based on the best elements of the existing culture as represented in the words and phrases on the flip chart in the front of the room. It was critically important the WHY statements come from the material generated from the stories. There was a lot of laughter and competitive banter during this phase, highlighting the competitive nature of those in the room. Each team was striving to develop a candidate WHY statement that would be the better of the 2. The teams were cautioned not to get caught up in the words or try to get agreement on all the words. Instead, they were asked to focus on capturing the essence of what it looks and feels like when the organization is at its natural best. They were being asked to put feelings into words. The teams were given 25 minutes to write one candidate WHY statement.
After creating their candidate WHY statement, the teams were instructed to select individuals to do a short, 2-minute presentation that was recorded. Specifically, they were to state the candidate WHY statement they developed with no commentary or explanation and then they were to link the WHY to 2 of the stories they shared earlier.
After both teams presented their candidate WHY statements, there was some discussion. The groups agreed in relatively short order that one candidate statement captured the WHY better than the other. (To watch the winning team's WHY statement presentation, please visit https://youtu.be/ea4RUmpXGtI.) A few edits were made after the workshop to finalize the wording.
BSG | HJI WHY Statement: To support and care for those we serve so they can reach their highest potential.
Feedback and impact. In the days and weeks following the WHY Discovery Workshop, participants shared their feedback and reflections about their WHY Discovery Workshop experience.
''I think we all learned a lot along the way and for me it reminded me why I have been with the agency for so long, (22 years). It truly is about not only the people who I work with but also the input we have on the community and our clients.'' ''I was so happy and proud to be a part of it!'' ''I loved hearing all of the stories!'' ''Really looking forward to taking our organization through this process and beyond!'' ''It is my belief that this type of work is critical to the success of our new company. This is the bedrock on which all else will stand. Lots of work to do but it's all exciting stuff!'' ''I personally found it very helpful, in addition to bringing our great minds together.'' These comments underscore how the workshop itself made a positive difference by pulling people together. The reflections also suggest that participants developed a greater appreciation for the newly formed organization and a deeper level of purpose and engagement for their own roles.
Phase 2: Defining Core Values (January 2018-2 Meetings, 1 Hour Each)
The purpose of phase 2 was to bring the organization's core values to life by leveraging the contribution action phrases that were identified in the WHY Discovery Workshop and translating them into simple, everyday actions we display when we're at our best. A core values subgroup was assembled, and they organized the contribution action phrases into general themes (see Figure 3 ). Three themes emerged: how we work together, how we approach our work, and how we serve others. Groups of 2 to 3 individuals worked together to write 1 draft of the 3 core values and a short description that gave each some context and suggestions of what it might look like in practice. The core values group met a second time to review and provide feedback on the wording. One more round of edits was completed after the second meeting and the wording of the set of 3 core values was finalized.
BSG | HJI HOW (Core Values Statements):
Build and nurture trusting relationships (Listen, empathize, and help one another) Believe there is always a solution Part 2: Share the experience. After setting the stage, we described the WHY discovery process and emphasized that a WHY is discovered, not created. We explained stories reflect ''data'' of what both organizations look like at our natural best and helped us to discover our WHY. At least 4 individuals who participated in the WHY Discovery Workshop attended the Town Hall meetings to convey to their colleagues what the WHY Discovery Workshop experience was like. They shared some of the ''at our natural best'' stories that particularly resonated with them and talked about what they learned about the organization and coworkers who they didn't know before.
They also shared what inspired them about the process and how the workshop experience made them feel about their work and the organization.
Part 3: Help others own the WHY. The third part of the Town Hall meeting was designed to help others own the WHY. We shared the composition of the WHY statement and described the difference between a contribution and impact. Then came the ''big reveal.'' We showed the video taken of the ''winning'' WHY statement. The president also revealed the final core values. To help the associates connect emotionally with the WHY, we had them work in groups of 6 and discuss 2 prompts:
Tell a specific story about the reason you love working in this organization or share a story of why you felt proud to be a part of this organization. What about the story you just shared validates our WHY?
We wrapped up with a group report out. The purpose of the group work was to help associates see how their personal experiences line up with the WHY so they can start to take ownership of the WHY and reinforce their connection to the work they do and to each other.
Part 4: Explore new opportunities. The fourth part of the Town Hall meeting involved a group culture visioning exercise. Groups were asked to identify internal systems or processes we should START, STOP, or CONTINUE doing within the organization so we are in alignment with our WHY. They were also asked to explore the external opportunities by addressing the prompt, ''Given our WHY, what other WHATs are possible? What else could we offer by way of products or services or the way we communicate with the people we serve?'' The responses from each group were collected and all the ideas were captured into a document so we could integrate the ideas into strategic planning.
The meeting ended with an inspirational message from the president. He emphasized that the meeting was just the beginning of our WHY journey and invited associates to be WHY champions who will keep the WHY alive every day by living it and sharing it with others.
Phase 4: Live the WHY
In early 2018, we took the very important step of discovering our WHY, putting it into words and introducing the concept of a WHY to our associates. The stated goal for phase 4 was to keep the WHY alive over time by keeping it front and center, communicating it and committing to living it with purpose, on purpose, every day. We also discussed suggested action items such as building core value conversations into company, department, and one-on-one meetings and establishing an annual WHY messaging communication calendar (Figure 4) .
For the first several months after the rollout, there was evidence that our WHY was becoming integrated in our day-to-day lives on a casual basis, but over time it appeared the excitement and momentum fizzled. In retrospect, I see that I had not completely planned for phase 4. I was operating under the false assumption that the activities in phases 1 to 3 would somehow create a movement that would be sustained organically. While a few formal activities to ''Live our WHY'' were under way, we recognized the need to be much more intentional with planning. Here are some of the steps we're taking to keep our WHY top of mind so it can guide our decision-making and shape our daily behavior:
''Living our WHY'' is one of 4 strategic priorities for 2019. The WHY was integrated into a new performance management process rolled out at the beginning of 2019. New Employee Onboarding includes an orientation session about our WHY journey. The WHY is part of our annual stay interviews called ''Great Place to Work'' lunches. We actively identify and share ''WHY in action'' stories and are building a ''at our natural best'' story bank.
We are also working on a proposal to name our president as the ''Chief WHY Officer'' and possibly evolve my role so I can serve as a WHY ''operational lead.'' This position would entail assuming the responsibility for periodically bringing together individuals from many existing functions and programs to frame the work they do under the definition of our WHY. These existing functions and programs might include but are not limited to Associate Well-being (Wellness Committees, Social Committees, Special Interest Groups), Great Place to Work (Surveying, reporting, focus groups, stay interviews, recruiting, the employee experience), External Marketing, Social Media, Charity Donations, Community Service, and Internal Associate Communications. The objective would be to ensure all the work we do intentionally aligns with our WHY.
Reflections
This case study highlights the journey 2 organizations started after a merger to intentionally create a culture where employees of the newly formed organization would feel a shared sense of purpose and be inspired by the work they do. I hope it inspires others to explore ways to help employers align organizational and employee well-being. The approach I described, based on Simon Sinek's concept of the Golden Circle, is one that can be applied to any size organization and is not limited to those that have recently experienced a merger or acquisition. This type of work is also supported by research and studies that suggest culture-building initiatives can have a positive impact on both individual and organizational well-being. For example, research from Gallup and others suggest having a strong purpose in life and loving what you do each day is critical to individual health and improved well-being. [6] [7] [8] Studies of organizations like the Firms of Endearment show how aligning passion and purpose can have a positive impact on financial performance. 9 I found it personally rewarding to be involved with work that, as Simon Sinek describes, helps create the conditions so that employees wake up feeling inspired to go to work, feel fulfilled by the work they do, and return home with a sense that they contributed to something larger than themselves.
Empowering the Next Generation of Leaders in the Most Unlikely Industry
Rachel Rowan 1 I n 2007, Kristen Hadeed was a junior in college who really wanted a pair of jeans she couldn't afford. To make some extra cash, she put an ad on Craigslist to clean houses, and within days, she was hired by a busy mom. Kristen cleaned her house, and voila: She got paid, bought the jeans, and thought that was the end of her cleaning days. But then, the busy mom asked her to clean her house again. ''And don't worry,'' the woman said, ''I'll teach you how to clean.'' That first client told her friends about Kristen, who told their friends, and pretty soon, Kristen was running a thriving cleaning business-and she needed help. She decided to hire other people like her: college students who needed to make money but whose demanding class schedules didn't allow for long work hours. Student Maid was born.
More than a decade later, Student Maid is still a thriving cleaning business in Gainesville, Florida. But it's become so much more than a way for students to make money after class. Through Kristen's passion for servant leadership, Student Maid has evolved into a student-run company designed to develop and empower the next generation of leaders. It provides hands-on leadership experience and encourages autonomous decision-making within a supportive, empowering work environment.
We
To help illustrate that journey, here are 6 pivotal moments in Student Maid history that led to discovering our company's true purpose.
***
Flexibility Is Caring
Kristen's decision to hire students was more about wanting to work with people her own age than anything else. She quickly discovered that working around school schedules is hard, especially when you also have to consider your customers' preferences for cleaning appointment times. But because Kristen was a student herself, she understood that school came first, no matter what, so she had to be flexible. Agreeing to work around classes, extracurriculars, and exams had an unintended benefit: The students loved it. If they'd ever had a job before, they hadn't had one that offered so much flexibility and understanding when it came to the hours they were available to work.
Even if the pay was less than other part-time jobs they could get in Gainesville, they would choose Student Maid because the flexible scheduling made them feel like their employer actually cared about them. It was one of the first examples of our company and its leader putting people first.
Core Values as Guidelines for Making Decisions
Kristen started Student Maid with no leadership or business experience outside of what she learned as a finance major at the University of Florida. Most of what she needed to know as a CEO she learned by actually doing it (and messing up a lot, which is the theme of her book, Permission to Screw Up: How I Learned to Lead by Doing (Almost) Everything Wrong). Everything else she learned by reading every book about leadership she could get her hands on.
One of those books was Delivering Happiness by Zappos founder Tony Hsieh. In it, Hsieh talks about how core values aren't just words on a wall; they can be a powerful guide for decision-making within your company. When Kristen read it, Student Maid didn't have core values, so she asked the students for ideas, and within a couple weeks, they had narrowed down the suggestions to 10 values.
Before the values, if a student faced a problem while out cleaning houses, they would have called Kristen and asked for help. But now, Kristen simply told them, ''As long as your solution is in line with our values, it's OK with me.'' It put the power in their hands, and it made them feel trusted, capable, and empowered.
The Ripple Effect
A few years after Kristen started Student Maid, something interesting began to happen: She started to hear from former team members who had moved on from the company after they graduated from college. Some of them were simple, sweet messages: ''I miss you! Hope you're doing great!'' But others were something more. ''Thank you,'' they said. ''Because you put your trust in me, it helped me trust myself and become more confident. Now, I feel more confident in my new job.'' One Student Maid alum who started his own business told Kristen that he modeled his company's core values and culture after Student Maid's. The result was that his employees preferred working for him over similar businesses nearby.
It was a light bulb moment for the Student Maid leadership team. We saw the tangible ways we could impact people, and it made us want to see how else we could enrich the Student Maid experience.
The Workshop
In 2015, Kristen got invited to attend a workshop called ''Listen Like A Leader'' put on by Barry-Wehmiller University, the educational arm of a multibillion-dollar capital equipment and engineering company. The workshop is a course about communication that is known for drastically improving the interpersonal relationships of Barry-Wehmiller's employees at work and at home. The experience was lifechanging for Kristen. She knew she had to figure out how to bring this workshop to Student Maid.
A few months later, with Barry-Wehmiller's blessing, she created a workshop for Student Maid that included learning the ''FBI'' (feeling, behavior, impact) method for giving feedback, a listening exercise, and 2 modes of deep self-discovery and reflection: DISC analysis and a strengths assessment. She decided that it would be mandatory for each person at Student Maid to go through the workshop, and, of course, they would be paid to do so.
The results were dramatic. For starters, the FBI feedback method ensured that everyone at Student Maid knew how to deliver specific, meaningful feedback-good and bad. It made face-to-face confrontation (the only kind allowed at Student Maid) less daunting for people who grew up communicating behind screens. Students took what they learned and used it to start difficult conversations with their families. One even spoke to his parents for the first time in months after a falling out. And now that the students could put their strengths into words, they were better prepared to write strong cover letters and advocate for themselves in job interviews when they moved on from Student Maid.
A Culture of Learning and Growth
Soon after we instituted the workshop, the leadership team went through Simon Sinek's ''Find Your Why'' exercise. The exercise is meant to help organizations solidify their purpose because, as Sinek says, ''People don't buy what you do; they buy why you do it.'' The statement we came up with was, ''We empower our students to try so that they can transcend their limits.''
The why statement brought together what Student Maid had always been-a supportive work environment with a fun, welcoming culture-with what it aspired to be: a company that pushes people to become the best they can be at whatever they do. With our why defined, our next job was making sure everything in the company, from our hiring process to our website to our employee handbook, matched it.
We started with The Line. For Student Maid team members, ''standing at The Line'' means they are showing up to work every day with the intention of making good choices, following the core values, and growing personally. For the leadership team, it means we will support team members' growth, lead with compassion, and ensure a successful, enriching experience for everyone at Student Maid. If team members (or the leadership team) fail or are not willing to stand at The Line, that's an indication that they should no longer be part of the team.
The Line became the basis of a new version of our employee handbook, called The Guidebook, which focuses on illuminating paths to success instead of listing the consequences of failure to comply. The new Guidebook also outlined the Accountability Action Plan (AAP), a 4-step process for holding team members accountable when they make mistakes. The AAP is designed to get students to buy into their own accountability by empowering them to come up with reasonable consequences for their mistakes and an action plan for ensuring those mistakes don't happen again. But they don't do it alone: The leadership team provides guidance and support throughout the process. Our hope is that the students learn from the experience and from their failures, just like Kristen did on her journey to creating Student Maid.
The Ambassador Program
The Ambassador Program was born out of necessity. The Chief of Student Maid, Amanda, wanted to move to Portland, Oregon, to be with her family. Amanda didn't want to leave Student Maid; she wanted to do her job remotely. The problem was that some parts of her job just weren't possible to do from 3000 miles and 3 time zones away.
We had to make a choice: Did we hire someone new to handle the operations in Gainesville, which comes with a steep learning curve and a long training process, or did we try something completely new?
We decided to kill 2 birds with one stone. The students had long been asking for opportunities to do something besides cleaning at Student Maid. What better opportunity could there be than learning how to run the business?
The Ambassador Program wasn't just the answer to Amanda's move. It was a missing puzzle piece. Putting the daily operations of the business-interacting with clients, hiring and training new team members, tracking finances, and so on-in students' hands meant giving them invaluable, hands-on management and leadership experience. It gave the premise of the workshop-promoting students' learning and growth-a tangible, real-world application. Now, once a year, students can apply to be part of 1 of the 4 Ambassador Teams: Operations, Recruitment, Training, and Culture. Then, the leadership team selects new Ambassadors based on the applicants' interviews and on how well their unique strengths fit the roles available. If an applicant is not selected, we tell them why, and we give them specific things to work on so they have a better chance of being selected the next time around.
Amanda serves as the Ambassadors' coach and ''safety net'' of sorts, training them on the different aspects of their new jobs, guiding them through tough problems, and encouraging them to capitalize on their strengths and overcome their weaknesses. The program is as big a benefit to the Ambassadors as it is to the company: With so many students helping things run smoothly, Amanda and the rest of the leadership team can focus on growing the company. Student Maid's evolution from a 1-woman cleaning business to a purpose-driven company stemmed from our belief that employers can have a profound impact on their people. We believe that when you invest in people, you aren't just supporting their growth; you're making them feel cared for.
Sixty-six percent of the working world is disengaged in their jobs. Work-related stress, illness, and incidents are the fifth leading cause of death in the United States. 2 And a lot of it boils down to poor leadership and companies that treat their people like numbers.
Student Maid is out to change that. We believe you don't have to love the work you do in order to be happy at and fulfilled by a job. (No amount of encouragement will make you love cleaning toilets.) You just need to know that your employer cares about you and wants you to succeed. Student Maid team members are not afraid to talk to their leaders about what's going on in their lives. They make deep, meaningful friendships with the people they work with. They bring their best to work because they understand that there's someone on the other side who appreciates and recognizes them for their effort.
As Student Maid continues to evolve, one thing remains the same: We are committed to learning, growing, and continuing to figure out how to be the best employer we can be.
The Power of Questions to Create a Purpose-Driven Organization
Jon Berghoff 1 and James Kelley, PhD 2 T he Flourishing Leadership Institute (FLI) partners with organizations to explore a simple proposition. How can the power of questions be used to tap the collective intelligence of the whole system using co-creation to promote alignment with the purpose of the organization? This proposition is best served using Appreciative Inquiry. Appreciative Inquiry is best described as the philosophy of searching for the best of what was, is, and could be in an individual or system (whole organizations). 1 In this article, we share how 3 levers and 6 accelerators can be used to create a flourishing organization that aligns with purpose and accelerates organizational growth (Figure 1 ).
How 3 Levers and 6 Accelerators Create a Purpose-Driven Organization
Lever #1: Well-Designed Questions Peter Senge's 2 pioneering research and work on learning organizations and the importance of systems thinking reveals that 1 of the 5 critical factors in becoming a learning organization is the ability for members to evolve their own mental models. 3 What does this mean in practical terms? Senge suggests that it is the individual's ability move their thinking and conversations away from a fixed belief system to more openness to alternative perspectives. More simply put, it is the ability to balance ''inquiry and advocacy.'' Losada and Frederickson 4 confirmed this by studying teams that perform across various levels. They found that a leading indicator of high-performing teams is the balance between inquiry and advocacy. In other words, it's crucial to train whole systems to be OK with the tension between new perspectives and uniquely held beliefs and opinions. The work of the FLI in the field has shown this tension to be true time and again. Organizations, teams, and groups who are authentically curious consistently perform at high levels.
Accelerator 1: Focus on Strength Not Deficit
A case in point was a large, industry leading automotive company who asked whether we could help fix the way they work together. Facing tremendous pressure, highly complex challenges, and mounting internal stress, they sensed that a new ''conversational operating system'' was needed. The first thing we pointed out was that in order to work together, our purpose for working together needs to be affirmatively framed. We needed to start with a task and a definition that would pull us to an outstanding future rather than pulling us into a downward spiraling conversation about what is wrong, not working, or missing.
The engineers came back to us with a whole new frame. Instead of asking, ''How do we fix a less than optimal working culture?'', they shifted the question to, ''How do we elevate our conversational operating system to engage our shared intelligence for the highest good?'' This new high-purpose frame provided not only a task that inspires but also space for brilliance to emerge. Figure 2 shows the difference between allowing a conversation to focus on a ''deficit gap'' versus an ''abundance gap.'' In the end, when organizations focus on asking strength-based questions, they begin to accelerate the impact of powerful questions.
Accelerator 2: Using the 3 Circles of Curiosity
As FLI Senior Strategist Jackie Stavros reveals in her bestselling book Conversations Worth Having: Using Appreciative Inquiry to Fuel Productive and Meaningful Engagement, 5 ''our organizational lives and the lives of others flourish or flounder one conversations at a time'' (p. 3). And of course, the fastest way to shift our conversations is through the questions we ask, both individually and systemically. Knowing this, we owe it to each other to become precision engineers of questions that lead to ''life-giving'' conversations that impact an environment to work for all.
FLI Senior Strategist Mo McKenna created the AIR framework (see Figure 3) , as a simple yet powerful reminder that all conversations, and preceding questions, can be compartmentalized into 3 circles: appreciate and learn from the past, imagine an ideal future, and reflect and take action in the present.
A: Appreciate and Learn From the Past and Present
There are 2 primary methods to appreciate and learn from the past and present. The first is exploring moments of excellence, and the second is exploring continuity questions.
Moments of Excellence Questions are questions that invite us to explore moments when we were are at our best, either in general or in relation to the meeting, event, or task at hand. Some examples are as follows:
When is a story, a real example, of a time where we thrived? What was happening? What did you, others, and/or the organization contribute to this moment? What is an example that embodies when we have been at our best? When was a time when we excelled, as it relates to ______________?
Continuity Questions are questions that invite us to uncover and clarify the strengths, values, or qualities of a system that we value the most. These questions are a way of honoring the strengths that, no matter how we change or evolve organizationally, we will nurture, protect, and build upon as we create a new future. Some examples are as follows:
What are all the qualities of our organization/team/community, processes, systems, products, and so on or general ways of operating that have contributed to our success in the past? No matter how we change or evolve, what qualities do we want to honor, preserve, or protect, no matter where we go in the future? When we reflect on our ''moments of excellence,'' what qualities do we see that we consistently brought to these moments?
I: Imagine an Ideal Future
Future Image Questions invite us to see or imagine a future we most desire. These questions allow individuals and organizations to dream about what is possible when they are connected the core purpose of the organization. Some examples are as follows:
It is 5 years from today and we have just awoken from a long sleep. As you look around, you see the organization/community that you have always wished and dreamed for. What is happening? How is the group different? What have we accomplished that gives you the greatest sense of pride, meaning, and fulfillment? Imagine 5 years from today, our organization has won an award for _________. What is being said about us? What are our customers, key partners, employees, and others saying about us?
R: Reflect and Take Action in the Present
These types of questions are action-oriented in nature and require the individual/organization to link together the reflection and aspirations with the reality of how it is going to happen. In this phase, the individual/organization is keenly aware of the need create a link between purpose and the best ideal future self. The implications of these types of questions are inviting commitment, ownership, and action. Some examples are as follows:
What actions can I take that magnify my strengths, align with my deepest values, and move me towards my highest hopes and aspirations? What steps can I take, both large and small, to move toward the ideal future I imagine?
What Lever #1 Really Means
If asking powerful questions results in powerful answers, then being flippant about the types of questions you ask will have a direct and immediate impact on the answers you receive. Using the accelerators of strength-based questions and the AIR framework will ensure that the potential of well-designed questions is maximized across the organization, driving employees to become more aligned with the organization's purpose.
Lever #2: Conversational Choreography
Although the choice and design of questions is the critical first step, understanding what it means to choreograph the ensuing conversation is equally important. When done right, conversational choreography is the critical lever that allows the questions to appropriately serve as catalysts for a co-created identity that taps collective intelligence, resulting in shared ownership of strategic initiatives. At FLI, choreographed group conversations are essential for accelerating the psychological safety of the group. How does this occur? The answer is shockingly simple but takes a little planning and discipline to execute. Through every conversation we facilitate, we maintain a conscious awareness of how we are inviting ''connection and inclusion'' from one conversation to the next.
Accelerator #1: Geometry of Safety
To start, when a critical question is presented, group members get a chance to reflect in writing, even if briefly. Sometimes it's a minute to prepare their best story of success, and other times it's just 10 seconds to find one word to symbolize an idea for the future. It is common to hear a ''sigh of appreciation'' from a significant portion of any group whenever we point out that we are creating space to reflect in writing.
Next, we will move into conversations in pairs. In some conversations, it will be as short as taking a moment to connect around the question. In other settings, we allow for deep dive paired interviews that can last up to half an hour. Next, we will move into small group conversations and eventually invite individuals to share in front of the whole group.
This upward and outward cascading of connection and conversation has a very natural feel for groups. Although the task and outputs delivered from the small groups can vary, the benefits of creating this safe rhythm of scaling up the conversation are visible every time. Second, we ensure we are diversifying and mixing who is connecting with whom in order to enable inclusion. Inclusion is often avoided for natural but unfortunate reasons-we stick with people like us (or who we like), we silo ourselves in our department, or even worse, it may be ''us against them,'' even though we are on the same team.
Accelerator #2: Power of Diversity
The connection and inclusion that comes from a carefully choreographed conversation honors the inherent desire for any group to experience the power of wholeness. Our belief is that every person walks into a room, group, or organization and wonders the same thing-can I be myself and still fit in here? What we've found is that designing group conversations to honor as many diverse connections as possible can accelerate this feeling of belonging. In James Surowiecki's pioneering research on The Wisdom of Crowds, 6 he notes that crowds are not smarter than individuals, as much as diverse crowds are smarter than individuals. The same findings are true when looking at the work of Arie De Gues in his book The Living Company. 7 De Guess details the findings from a study that Royal Dutch Shell commissioned, searching for patterns of companies that have lived for 100 years or more. The essence of 1 of the 4 traits, tolerance for new ideas, is compared to the nature, where flourishing happens in proportion to the diversity in the ecosystem.
What Lever #2 Really Means
The wholeness that comes from conversational choreography starts with ensuring we bring as many diverse voices as possible into our conversations. Every time we look eye to eye with another person, we create micro moments of positive resonance that deliver both immediate and lasting benefits. Maximizing this lever by creating a simple system of reflection (my own thoughts), paired conversations (we are in the same boat), and allowing group shares (we are more alike than different) provides significant psychological safety and further acceleration of a shared purpose.
Lever #3: Aligned Action
The true measure of a conversation is the way in which it shapes, motivates, or enhances critical behaviors in an organization. One conversation might bring a group to agreement on its shared values, whereas another conversation might create healthy creative tension, both resulting in moving the organization toward a greater shared future. Lever #3 focuses on aligning what we have learned from first and second levers and asks ''How can we deploy a plan for each opportunity area?'' Aligning the action can be manifested in a number of different ways. One example may be the result of an executive gaining greater clarity on his or her own strengths and implementing them into their role. For example, now she needs to decide how she will redesign the way she invests her time to better leverage her strengths. Individual alignment is one key accelerator to ensure success.
Accelerator #1: Individual Alignment
A well-designed question followed by a carefully choreographed conversation has the power to unlock immediate and deep distinctions. These distinctions often lead to an opportunity to make decisions to take action.
Here are 3 ways that individuals can look for alignment between the actions they choose to take and what matters most to them:
1. Purpose Alignment-Is this action fueled from a place of higher purpose, where my motivations are truly in service of a greater good? The alternative is when we decide to take action driven from a place of lower level of fear-based motivation.
4. Aspirational Alignment-Is this action moving me toward the images of the future that give me the greatest energy? The alternative is heading down a path that requires massive energy to redirect from in the future. 5. Results Alignment-Is this action in service of the results or measurable outcomes that matter most for me? The alternative is the illusion of being busy without being effective.
Accelerator #2: Systemic Alignment
Just as individuals should be looking for alignment between their actions and key areas that matter most, teams and organizations need to build the cooperative capacity to make similar decisions at all levels. Here are 5 ways that teams and organizations can look for alignment between the actions they choose to take and what matters most to them:
1. Team/Unit/Division Alignment-Are our teams at all levels coordinating and cooperating so that the success across levels and departments is complementary and compounding? 2. Organizational Values Alignment-Are we finding ways to align individual and team actions with organizational values? Are we bringing organizational values into our day-to-day conversations in a ritualized way? 3. Strategic Opportunity Alignment-Are our actions directly connected to the strategic opportunities that we've agreed matter most to the organization? 4. Aspirational Vision or Purpose Alignment-Are our actions in alignment with, and inspired by the highest hopes, aspirations, and reasons for being as an organization? 5. Results Alignment-Are our actions consistent with the patterns of behavior that will contribute to the success of our most important measures, outcomes, and/or results?
What Lever #3 Really Means
Lever #3 calls the individual and the organization to ask critical questions that connect commitment to the greater purpose of the organization for the opportunities that present themselves. Thus, welldesigned questions create choreographed conversations, but without a shared commitment to the greater good, neither have the intended impact. However, you cannot have alignment without great questions and psychological safety. Stated another way, each lever is like a puzzle piece. When placed together and supported by the accelerators, a picture of a flourishing organization appears.
Bringing It Together
For many organizations, there is a misalignment between strategy, organizational strengths, and the purpose of the organization. However, taking a whole-system approach to transformation allows organizations to utilize 3 simple levers: well-designed questions, conversational choreography, and aligned actions. These levers are supported by a number of accelerators that, when used create the conditions for a purpose-driven organization, optimize (or leverage) the organization's strengths so much so that their weaknesses become almost irrelevant. 11 It is no longer enough to tell your employees where you are moving toward as an organization. You now need to ask them to be part of creating that future. D espite all the joy and beauty that exists in the world, we live in a world of extraordinary, unbearable, almost unimaginable suffering. This article underscores how critical and impactful it is for the purpose of organizations to be alleviating that suffering and promoting human flourishing.
Fifteen thousand children younger than 5 years die every day from preventable causes. 1 More than 100 Americans die daily from opioid overdoses, adding to the 700 000 who have died since 2000. 2 Forty million of our fellow Americans older than 18 years suffer from debilitating anxiety. 3 Nearly 80% of working Americans-95 million-live paycheck to paycheck, close to the brink of financial disaster. 4 Here's the saddest irony: Even our healing professions (ie, doctors, nurses, veterinarians) are characterized by extraordinary suffering. Doctors have twice the suicide rate of average Americans. 5 As many as 15% of doctors are addicted to prescription drugs. 6 So even places of healing have become places of suffering because of the way we work.
We're living in the most peaceful time in human history. Fewer people are being killed by murderers, in wars, even by terrorists. There's less domestic violence, there's less bullying. Yet the amount of psychic suffering is rising. Suicide rates in this country rose 31% from 2001 to 2017 7 while they have declined worldwide. A lot of this has to do with how we lead our lives and how we work. When there is so much suffering in the world, how can we not-each of us-at some level define our personal purpose as in some way alleviating some of that suffering for those in our span of care and bringing more joy into their lives? Can we elevate joy and alleviate suffering as individuals? Can we do that as organizations? Regardless of our roles, each of us can have an impact by alleviating suffering and bringing more joy. That needs to be our meta-purpose. We have to consciously choose it, because if we do not consciously choose to be part of the healing, we are probably inadvertently part of the hurting.
There is a lot of suffering in the world; some of it self-inflicted. There are ways that we can address that, and we can help the people in our span of care address that as well. Holocaust survivor Dr Edith Eva Eger says, ''The greatest Nazi is inside us.'' This is from a woman who experienced Auschwitz. We torment ourselves, but we don't need to. There are ways that we can learn how to think about that. But people need help; they can't get there on their own.
Then there is the suffering we inflict on each other. They say that you will see it when you believe it. It's like the wake that a boat leaves behind; if you don't turn around to look, you'll never see the impact that you're actually having-how much hurting may be happening as a result of your decisions as a manager, as a leader, or even as a colleague. Look at all the suffering that's inflicted by us on each other in the context of work by managers, by bosses, and supervisors. Nobody really wants to be managed, nobody likes to be bossed-and yet that's the lived experience for most people. A lot of those are toxic relationships. Much of the suffering that comes from work relates to those kinds of relationships. Research shows that the person you report to at work has a far greater impact on your health and well-being than your primary care physician. 8 The fact is that almost all of this suffering is unnecessary, and it serves no higher purpose. Viktor Frankl talked about finding meaning in our suffering; the mother who lost her child to a drunk driver went on to found Mothers Against Drunk Driving and saved many thousands of other children. She found meaning in her suffering by preventing greater suffering in others.
But there is no inherent honor in suffering that serves no higher purpose. That needs to be our focus. As human beings, how can we turn a blind eye to that suffering when we actually have in our hands the ability to do something about it?
We need healing in every aspect and every sphere. We certainly need to heal ourselves, our families, and our communities. We need to heal our companies. We need to heal our countries; many countries today are more divided than ever before. We need to heal our planet and all the life that's on our planet, so much of which is being decimated as we speak.
We also need to heal the past before we can move on to healing the present and the future. After the end of apartheid nearly 30 years ago, South Africa went through a Truth and Reconciliation process that allowed the country to move past the extraordinary suffering and violence that had existed there. If they hadn't done that, they would have had decades of revenge-fueled violence. We have not healed our past in so many ways. Even within the context of business, we need to understand what has happened in the past out of ignorance and lower consciousness so that we can actually heal today and heal into the future.
Businesses and corporations have a lot to do with all of this because they dominate our lives in free societies. The sad reality is that, although businesses are a source of livelihood and goods and services, they also are a source of suffering and of hurting. People are relatively healthy and whole when they start their careers. Over time, they can get burned out and stressed out. They can develop chronic health conditions. Heart attacks are most prevalent on Mondays. 9 Why do we say ''Thank God it's Friday''? Because work for many of us is an ordeal to be survived. 88% of Americans work for a company they feel doesn't treat them as a human being 10 ; just views them as an object or function. 87% of people worldwide are disengaged in their work. 11 This is the ''normal'' state of affairs at most companies. It doesn't have to be this way. There is an epidemic of silent suffering out there in the workplace. People are stoic-even heroic. If you could put a thought bubble over everybody you meet, you would understand what burdens people are struggling under, what extraordinary stress and distress people are coming to work with and then going home with as a result of that work. Unless we figure out how we can elicit this and listen to it, we will never know about this silent suffering. We are living in a time of almost full employment; unemployment in the United States is below 4%. 12 Yet the reality is that the majority of working people-people with full-time jobs-are actually living lives of quiet desperation. They're on the edge of financial disaster, one small episode away from losing it all.
A couple of sobering statistics: 50% of Americans have less than $400 in the bank. 13, 14 If they needed to come up with $2000 within 30 days to deal with some kind of an emergency-their car, their heating system, something with the health of a family member-they would not be able to, even after tapping into friends, family, and their employer.
14 That means they could potentially lose everything because they can't come up with money. Most of those people cannot go to their employer and say that they need help. This in one of the richest countries the world has ever seen. How is this acceptable?
Nearly 60% of American households are technically insolvent and going further into debt every year. 15 How did we get here? In the past 35 years, worker pay has increased 10%, while chief executive officer (CEO) pay has gone up 937%. 16 That is unconscious capitalism: using the system to benefit a few. This kind of stuff leads to revolutions. We have to change the way we practice business. It cannot be about using and exploiting people to achieve profits; it should be about putting people at the center, making human flourishing and human dignity our highest values.
The human cost of doing business has become unacceptably high. We are very sophisticated at cost accounting; we know every single cost down to the penny, but we don't measure suffering. What are the sacrifices that we're asking people to make?
Clearly the way that we work isn't working; we need to change that.
We have to recognize the consequences of the way in which we've been operating. The fact is that if you do it right, business actually can alleviate suffering and elevate joy. A conscious-caring business actually takes people who are broken, burned out, stressed out, and over time helps them become whole again. This is not about healing businesses; it is not about starting a yoga or a massage business. We are saying that any business at all, every single business, can be a healing business. It is about business itself as a healing occupation, as a fundamentally healing activity.
How can business be a source and a force for healing? The first thing we have to do is confront this reality. As James Baldwin said, ''Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced.'' If we turn a blind eye to the suffering that is going on right under our noses in our corporations, in organizations of all kinds, we will never be able to address it. We have to look at it squarely.
Let me give you an example from Appletree Answers, a call center. They discovered that they really have 2 different and distinct categories of people within their organization: They have a salaried professional class, quite happy and highly engaged with low turnover. Then there are the people actually doing the work. Eight-five percent of the people in their company were hourly employees with a 118% turnover, which means they stayed about 9 months on average. They had extremely low engagement. When the CEO, John Ratliff, became aware of this stark contrast, he was determined to do something about it. He wanted to improve their lives and recognize the financial distress that employees were under, figuring out how to pay them more and increase their engagement. They started a program called Dream On, which is analogous to Make-a-Wish. They said to employees, ''Tell us if you're facing a situation in your life where you need help.'' For a couple of weeks, nobody responded, because people are stoic; they don't want to appear unprofessional by asking for help. Being vulnerable is seen as a liability. Finally, a woman came forward and said, ''My husband stopped paying alimony, and I got evicted from our apartment last week. My children and I have been living in my car for a week. I just can't do this to them anymore. I need help. I am so sorry.'' The CEO got this note and the first thing he felt was a deep sense of shame. He thought, ''I started this company, I'm employing these people full-time and a mother of two children is homeless. How is that acceptable? And she hesitated to even tell us about it!'' They got her into a hotel that night and helped her get an apartment, helped furnish it, helped with the deposit, and so on. Within a week, the floodgates opened. People saw what had happened and dozens of stories came pouring out. A number of other people were also homeless and dealing with all kinds of extraordinary stress. The suffering is out there. You will see it when you believe it.
Most industries have norms for how they operate: This is how we do things in consulting, this is how we do things in construction, this is how we do things in retail, and so on. But most of those practices are dehumanizing; they don't put people at the center and they don't think about what's happening to their lives. There's a consulting company in Atlanta called Jabian. It was started by 3 ex-Accenture consultants. They knew that if they stayed, they wouldn't see their kids from Monday to Friday because that is the norm in consulting. The consultants realized that this would be an irreplaceable loss; there is no amount of money that could make up for that. They decided to start a local consulting company and made it a norm that consultants don't have to travel for work. They identified the children of employees as stakeholders in the company.
We have a great deal of social sadness. One of them is our prison system. America incarcerates a larger percentage of its population by far than any other country in the world, including North Korea, China, and Cuba. Over 70 million Americans have some kind of a criminal record; they have to check a box on most employment applications that asks ''Have you ever been convicted of a crime?'' This is roughly the same number of people that have a college degree. For most of those people, most doors to gainful employment are closed, even though they have paid the price for their transgressions. Greyston Bakery is a company in Yonkers, New York, started by Bernie Glassman. It practices ''open hiring''-if you need a job, you put your name on the list and they just go down the list they hire the next person, without background checks or interviews. They train them and give them a job. The company says, ''We don't hire people to make brownies; we bake brownies to hire people.'' This is about giving people a first chance, which many in this society do not get.
Businesses can do a lot to heal communities, as a wonderful story out of Houston shows. H-E-B is a grocery chain headquartered in San Antonio. They are known for what they do in times of crisis; they actually have their own disaster relief operation that shows up before FEMA and before the Red Cross in communities in crisis. They use helicopters to move drivers around and reopen their stores as soon as possible. This is a company that pays its frontline people ''as much as possible'' while offering great prices and quality to customers. They are the largest philanthropic donor to the state of Texas.
Whether you have a healing organization or a hurting organization depends in large part on the leader. You cannot have a healing organization without a leader who has love in their heart and cares for people. What's inside us gets manifested on the outside; the macrocosm is a reflection of the microcosm. We need leaders who actually care about people and purpose and reflect that in their organizations. We have to appoint people who are like that into leadership roles, as opposed to people who just deliver the numbers.
As the Dalai Lama has said, ''Our prime purpose in this life is to help others. If we cannot help them, at least don't hurt them.'' Unfortunately, that is what we are doing. We're doing it out of ignorance and because we put the wrong people in charge. We have too many managers, bosses, and supervisors and not enough true leaders. We have too many leaders who only care about the numbers. Twenty percent of fast-rising executives in companies according to some studies have a personality profile that is similar to that of a sociopath 17 ; they use people and climb over people, do anything to deliver the numbers. The human consequences of that are never measured. In the general population sociopaths are 1%; they are about 20% in high security prisons. 18 That is what we have created.
What are we doing in business? How can we accept this when we know there's a better way? When you operate in the other way putting people and purpose first, organizations have more success, as our research in conscious capitalism shows. In the long term, you create far more financial wealth, but not at the expense of human well-being; in fact, you elevate human flourishing alongside creating financial wealth, emotional well-being, spiritual well-being, and ecological well-being-a positive impact on the culture and on the environment.
''The business of business is people -yesterday, today and forever'' as Herb Kelleher said. 19 Take care of the people, and the people will take care of the business. Think about all the people in your span of care. Try to find out what burdens they are carrying around and how you can help. Because you will see it when you believe it. Let's bring both suffering and love out of the closet at work so we can use our capacity for caring to alleviate suffering and bring more joy into the world.
